
TexTile

Our advice is based on extensive research and practical experience. However, in view of the large variety of materials and the conditions under which our products are applied, we assume no responsibility for the results 
obtained and/or any damage caused by the use of the product. Nevertheless, our Service Department is always at your disposal for any advice needed.
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6305309 - Bison TexTile BlisTer 25 ml mulTi language

Washing-machine resisTanT glue for TexTiles

ProducT descriPTion
Glue for textile.

Field oF aPPlicaTion
Glues textile, jute, felt and coir. Suitable for hemming corduroy and denim 
trousers and jeans, repairing holes and tears in clothing and furnishing 
materials (e.g. jacks, trousers, tents, deck chairs and windbreaks), applying felt 
appliqués, edging runners, mats and carpets and fastening textile to wood, 
blockboard, chipboard, hardboard and softboard. Not suitable for light-coloured 
PVC with textile back (e.g. white imitation leather, Vistram®, Suwide®).

ProPerTies
· Resistant to washing, dry-cleaning and ironing 
· High, immediate adhesiveness 
· Elastic glue joint 
· Solvent free

PreParaTion
Working conditions: Do not use at temperatures below +�0°C
surface requirements: Materials to be glued should be clean and dry.
Tools: Spatula or small brush.

aPPlicaTion
directions for use:  
Apply glue thinly and evenly to both sides. Let rest for a moment and then join 
parts. Tap well. No clamping or pressing necessary. Some paints and textile 
paints may contain substances accelerating the aging process of the glue, which 
will become sticky as a result. Avoid exposure to sunlight of glued materials. 
Prevent glue from penetrating thin materials by applying it very thinly and 
evenly.

stains/residue: It is difficult to remove glue stains. Remove fresh stains 
immediately and only with water. Dissolve dry stains in Bison Thinner and wipe 
clean.

cure Times
dry/cure time: approx. 24 hours
* Curing time may vary depending on a.o. surface, product quantity used, humidity level and ambient 
temperature.

Technical ProPerTies
Temperature resistance: Up to +90°C
chemicals resistance: Detergent-resistant

Technical sPeciFicaTions
chemical base: Natural rubber latex
colour: White (Transparent when dry)
Viscosity: Liquid
solid contents: approx. 60 %
ph-value: approx. �0

sTorage condiTions
At least 24 months after date of manufacture. Limited shelf life after opening. 
Store in a dry, cool and frost-free place.
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